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Implementing Travel Forecasting with 
Traffic Operational Strategies 

ALAN J. HOROWITZ 

An "adaptive" travel forecasting model that has the ability to 
account for the ways in which the traffic system operates is de
scribed. Within the model, trip distribution, mode split, and traffic 
assignment are all sensitive to delays at intersections as weU as 
delays along uncontrolled road egments. To the extent pos ible, 
delay relationships were adapted from the 1985 Highway Capacity 
Manual (HCM). eparate relationships were included for all-way 
stop controlled priority , and signalized intersections. The model 
was implemented as a specially modified version of the Quick 
Response System 11 (QRS ll) software. The HCM signa lized 
intersection procedures weredifficult to incorporate becau e they 
result in delay/volume relation hips that are nonmonotonic and 
discontinuous. Even with better-behaved delay relationships, it 
is unlikely that a unique solution could be obtained. Operational 
strategies can be either automatically calculated or specified by 
users, depending on their nature. The inclu ion of operation strat
egies in the fo reca t cjoes not greatly increa e computation time , 
data requirement , or the needed level of user experti e. A form 
of elastic-demand incremental assignment could find at least one 
user-optimal equilibrium solution. An adaptive model can reduce 
dependence on base-year calibration for incorporating opera
tional effects. 

Long-term transportation plans are traditionally prepared by 
evaluating several fixed alternatives against expected future 
conditions. Sometimes a travel forecast reveals a major over
sight in assumptions about the way an alternative is oper
ating, in which case the alternative might be reworked and 
reevaluated. The determination of when an oversight in op
eration has occurred is entirely judgmental; many incon
sistencies between a travel forecast and an alternative are 
routinely tolerated. 

It is presently feasible to build travel forecasting models 
that can automatically account for the way facilities are op
erated. Conceivably, such models could set signal timing, re
move on-street parking, determine signal coordination in a 
corridor, or choose traffic control devices for intersections. 
The model could make a large number of short-term , mi
croscale design decisions that could not have been made with
out knowledge of future traffic volumes. 

For example, planners normally expect travel forecasts to 
reflect delays ai intersections. Intersection delays depend on 
signal timing, and, operationally, signal timing depends on 
traffic volumes. Consequently, a forecasting model should be 
capable of calculating important aspects of signal timing (num
ber of phases , length of phases , and cycle length) for every 
intersection in the network as traffic is being assigned (1-4). 
In essence, the travel forecast can be adaptive in the same 
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sense that an actuated signal control system is adaptive. Un
less the model can make consistently good assumptions about 
signal timing, the implied capacities of arterials will be wrong 
and the resulting forecast will be wrong. This type of forecasting 
will be referred to here as "adaptive travel forecasting." 

If one were to try to create a traffic-optimizing travel fore
casting model, it would look something like a hybrid between 
a traditional urban transportation planning (UTP) model and 
an operations-level traffic model (such as SOAP, PASSER-
11, or TRANSYT). Such a model would be very complex, 
requiring considerably more data, computer resources, and 
user expertise than either of its two constituents. A notable 
example of this type of model is Continuous Traffic Assign
ment Model (CONTRAM) from the Transport .and Road 
Research Laboratory (5). The essential differences between 
a CONTRAM-like model and an adaptive travel forecasting 
model are discussed later in this paper. 

Adaptive travel forecasting is a special case of the network 
design problem (6,7), which attempts to find societally opti
mized networks, perhaps involving new facilities as well as 
operational strategies. Unlike the network design problem, 
adaptive travel forecasting seeks to be entirely predictive of 
the impacts of specific alternatives. That is, the model at
tempts to forecast what will be, not what should be. Clearly, 
the model must deal with short-term operational strategies to 
arrive at reasonable link volumes, but these strategies have 
little value by themselves . The network design problem is 
inherently more demanding than adaptive travel forecasting . 

This paper describes initial experiences with an adaptive 
travel forecasting model, which has the ability to modify traffic 
controls at numerous isolated intersections and gives users 
the ability to make other operational adjustments. The focus 
is on applications rather than theoretical issues. How much 
adaptation can reasonably be included? Can the model be 
made sufficiently consistent with existing methods of travel 
forecasting, traffic theory , the Highway Capacity Manual 
(HCM) (8), and traffic engineering practice? Can an equilib
rium solution be found? Are data and computer requirements 
reasonable? Conversely, does adaptation impose limitations 
on the size of networks? Does adaptation interfere with 
elastic-demand assignments? Does adaptation make forecasts 
more difficult to interpret? Each of these questions will be 
addressed in the following sections. 

ADAPTIVE TRAVEL FORECASTING MODEL 

Adaptation was added to an existing travel forecasting pack
age, Quick Response System II (QRS II). QRS II is typical 
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of the UTP models currently used by planning agencies and 
consultants in the United States, so it provides a fair test of 
the difficulties involved in implementing adaptation. Exten
sive revisions to the source code were required to establish 
signal timings, compute delays, find incrementally averaged 
trip tables, account for all turning movements, and identify 
the conflicting and opposing traffic for every approach. 

Because of uncertainties of the effects of adaptation on 
forecasts, only phasing and signal timing at signalized inter
sections were made automatic. Cycle length, quality of pro
gression, and the placement of stop signs were kept as manual 
(but explicit) adjustments to the network. 

An adaptive model might have to simultaneously handle 
thousands of traffic-controlled intersections, so an early de
cision was made to hold the amount of data required for any 
given intersection to a bare minimum. To calculate intersec
tion delay the model was designed to only require information 
about an approach's lane geometry , the saturation flow rate 
of its through lanes, and the form of traffic control. Additional 
data, such as link speed and street continuity, are already 
required by QRS II for the purposes of travel forecasting. 

Delay 

Separate delay procedures were implemented for signalized 
intersections, all-way stop controlled (A WSC) intersections, 
and priority intersections (one-way and two-way stops). To 
the extent possible, consistency with the 1985 HCM was main
tained. The choice of the HCM procedures was made on the 
basis of their wide adoption by planners and traffic engineers 
and can be considered arbitrary from the standpoint of traffic 
flow theory. It is possible that delay relations from other 
countries could perform better in a travel forecasting 
application. 

At this writing the HCM provides insufficient treatment of 
A WSC intersections. So instead, delay at A WSC intersections 
was calculated by an enhanced form of Richardson's M/G/1 
queuing model (9). Additional terms were provided to handle 
delays from turning and from coordination between drivers 
on subject and opposing approaches . The M/G/1 model was 
successfully calibrated to data provided by Kyte (10), and it 
produces results that are consistent with the recently released 
interim procedures for A WSC capacity (11). 

The HCM's procedure for priority intersections omits cal
culation of delay, does not account for equilibrium in Jane 
utilization for multilane approaches, and does not provide 
capacities when there are large conflicting volumes. These 
problems were remedied. Delay was calculated as if stops 
were a random, single-server queue as suggested by the Swed
ish Highway Capacity Manual (12). More complete capacity 
relations were obtained from Baass (13). 

Total approach delay for signalized intersections is calcu
lated consistently with the HCM, except as follows: 

1. As an expedient, delay is not separately calculated for 
exclusive right Janes. Rather, sufficient capacity to handle just 
right-turning traffic is added to the capacity of the TR or LTR 
group before application of the delay formula. 

2. The possible presence of pedestrians is ignored in order 
to reduce data requirements. 
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3. Acceleration delay is calculated from link speed and an 
estimate of the number of stopping vehicles. 

4. To avoid a serious discontinuity in the delay function, 
shared left lanes were allowed to act as exclusive left lanes 
only when the model determines that a protected left phase 
is required. 

5. The HCM's stopped delay formula was slightly modified 
for volume-to-capacity ratios (X) greater than 1.0 to eliminate 
the possibility of infinite or negative delay values in the uniform 
delay term when a green time constitutes nearly the full cycle. 

Total approach delay is found by taking a volume-weighted 
average of delay across all lane groups and all phases. A 
separate delay value was not calculated for left turns, because 
the HCM proc.edure cannot provide this value in all cases. 
The desirability of using separate left turn delays when pro
vided by the procedure was not investigated in this study. 
Users retain the ability to add a left-turn penalty at individual 
approaches, if desired . 

Phasing and Timing 

Green times, saturation flow rates, and delays are intrinsically 
linked. As noted previously, the calculation of delay requires 
knowledge of lane-group capacity as given by saturation flow 
rates and green times. Green times depend on saturation 
flow rates as parts of flow ratios. Of course, the saturation 
flow rate for a lane group depends on left-turn volumes and 
the amount of opposing traffic. 

Consequently, it becomes necessary to simultaneously solve 
for green times and saturation flow rates . Once these have 
been established, delay can be ascertained. This calculation 
must be performed for each of the many signalized intersec
tions, for each hour in the analysis period, and at each traffic 
assignment iteration. Recognizing that the amount of calcu
lation could be prohibitively large, it is necessary to place 
limits on the range of signalization strategies available for any 
given intersection. 

These rules have been adopted: 

1. Green time for a TR or L TR phase is allocated in pro
portion to the critical flow ratio for the phase. 

2. To avoid very small green times, a minimum flow ratio 
can be established by the user for the purpose of signal timing. 

3. A protected left phase is provided only if there is insuf
ficient left-turn capacity during an LTR phase, considering 
both sneakers and gaps in opposing traffic. 

4. If protection is required, the phasing is always equivalent 
to "dual leading lefts with overlap." 

It is recognized that these rules do not produce the best signal 
timing, but they at least find an acceptable timing in accor
dance with traffic engineering practice. The issue of whether 
an adaptive model should find optimal, rather than conven
tional, signalization remains unresolved. 

The concept of link capacity within UTP models is seriously 
weakened in an adaptive travel forecasting model. It is only 
known that traffic volumes should not exceed the saturation 
flow rate, less any approach capacity lost during phase changes. 
Otherwise, links compete for slices of time at intersections. 
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CREATING AND INTERPRETING AN ADAPTIVE 
TRAVEL FORECAST 

Adaptive Model Operation 

Figure 1 shows one possible way of operating an adaptive 
model. There are two loops. The inner loop automatically 
adjusts signal timing and incorporates congestion effects. The 
outer loop provides the user with opportunities to modify 
traffic control devices in accordance with traffic engineering 
practice. 

This method of operating the model will produce an elastic
demand assignment. That is, both the distribution of trips 
throughout the urban area and the level of transit ridership 
will reflect vehicular flow conditions on the highways. 

The allocation of traffic engineering principles to the two 
loops is somewhat arbitrary. As more is learned about adap
tive travel forecasting, principles can be transferred from the 
outer loop to the inner loop. For example, textbooks provide 
simple rules for determining optimal cycle length at isolated 
intersections; these rules could be moved to the inner loop 
provided we also have some way to determine which inter
sections are truly isolated. 

This iterative procedure raises the serious methodological 
issue of whether it is possible to obtain an equilibrium solution 
in accordance with Wardrop's first principle-a user-optimal 
assignment-in a reasonable amount of time on a very large 
network. (Networks in ORS II could be as big as 585 zones 
and 4,500 links on a microcomputer; other packages permit 
nonadaptive networks many times this size). It will be shown 
later in this paper that it is at least sometimes possible to 

Nature of Traffic Controls Cycle 14'-----., 
Lengths and Arrival Types 

Trip Generation 
Trip Distribution 

Mode Split 
All-or-Nothing Assignment 
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Signalization and 
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Manually Examine Performance 1---------' 

of Traffic Controls 

Done 

FIGURE 1 Operating an adaptive travel 
forecasting model. 
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obtain an equilibrium solution with large-network methods 
and that it is always possible to determine whether any given 
solution is an equilibrium one. 

Obtaining an Equilibrium Solution 

A promising heuristic for obtaining an equilibrium solution 
involves an averaging of traffic volumes from many all-or
nothing assignments. Such an averaging step is fundamental 
to the most widely cited equilibrium assignment techniques: 
Frank-Wolfe decomposition for fixed-demand assignments (14), 
Evans's algorithm for elastic-demand assignments (15), and 
convergent incremental assignment (16). 

Nonlinear optimization methods for large networks, such 
as Frank-Wolfe decomposition or Evans's algorithm, cannot 
be applied for two reasons. First, the adaptive model lacks a 
closed-form and well-behaved delay/volume function. Sec
ond, delay at any given approach is a function of all possible 
movements at the intersection. The second problem by itself 
could possibly be overcome by assignment methods designed 
to handle "asymmetric" networks (17). 

Of the three aforementioned techniques, only incremental 
assignment can be implemented with adaptive travel fore
casting, as it is now understood. In effect, incremental as
signment creates a weighted average of many all-or-nothing 
assignments. The weights are predetermined; they do not 
depend on knowledge of the delay/volume function. Incre
mental assignment converges to a user-optimal equilibrium 
solution for fixed-demand assignments (16), runs only slightly 
slower than Frank-Wolfe decomposition (18), and works well 
on a broad range of elastic-demand problems (19,20). Incre
mental assignment has already been tested in the United King
dom on networks with traffic controls by the authors of JAM 
as reported by Lewis and McNeil (21). Since there does not 
yet exist theory to suggest that incremental assignment works 
properly on adaptive networks, its usefulness must be estab
lished empirically. 

A solution to an adaptive network may not be unique, even 
if it is an equilibrium solution. Because the model reallocates 
limited resources (such as intersection capacity or favorable 
coordination) across facilities, it is entirely possible to have 
many good solutions (1,22). 

Consider the network of Figure 2. It consists of a trip origin, 
a trip destination, a single signalized intersection, and four 

PATH 1 

FIGURE 2 Two-zone, single
intersection network. 
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two-way link · with capaciti on ly at the imersection ap
proache . Turns at tbi intersection are fully restricted , . o 
there are only two paths from rhe origin to the destination . 
Traffic i. uncongested. Both paU1 · have id ntical character
istici. but they compete for green time at the inter ection. 
There are exactly three assignment olution that cou ld rea
onably sati fy Wardrop' first principle: 

A. All vehicles use Path 1, 
B. All vehicles use Path 2, and 
C. Both paths are used equally. 

Further a sume that the intersection is perating below 
capacity and rhat no minimum is established for the length of 
green phases. Solutions A and B would cause nearly the full 
cycle to be allocated to one path or another . thereby mini
mizing travel time for all vehicle .. Soluti n alloca tes green 
lime qually to both street., and it i the olution that would 
ha ve been obtained in a nonadaptive network wi1h a mono
tonically in reasing delay/volume functi n. A quick inspection 
of the uniform delay term of the HCM delay formula reveal 
1ha1·, olution Ci by for the least desirable from the tandp in t 
or u. er co. t. 

It is po sible to conclude from this example that equilibrium 
!Olutions to an adaptive network are not unique, and they 
ti()uld be likely to differ from those of a nonadaptive network. 
Furthermore. thi example raise some tough methodol gical 
question , which cannot be definitively an wered here. How 
can we deal with multiple . olutions to the ame problem? 
llo we care to find more than one solution? I there a ten
lfcncy in adaptive travel foreca ts toward all-or-nothing 
a.s ignments? 

Comparison with CONTRAM-Like Models 

. ince many traffic engineer are familiar with CONTRAM, 
it provide a good basis for comparing th current work . 
CONTRAM and QRS II are approaching the ame meth
odological po. it ion from opposite directions but remain 
Ome distance apart. CONTRAM i fundamentally a rraffi -

optimization model that permit path choice; QRS ll 
i fundamentally a travel demand/assignment model that 
c ntains expli cit traffic flow relation . The two model have 
sitnilar phi lo ophical underpinnings but differ con. iderably 
io the type of problem they can addre s. ONTRAM i 
geared to small network · with fixed demands; QR ll i geared 
to large networks with elastic demand . ONTRAM' 
primary 0utput. are optimized traffic controls and 
indicators of the performance of the traffic system ; 
Q~S II' primary output is as ignecl traffic volume . CON
TRAM will yie.ld results that are of litile interest to tho e 
doing medium- or long-term travel foreca ts, uch a· queue 
lengths and optimized green times. Interestingly, 
CONTRAM is still well ahead of conventional trnvel fore
ca ting model by implementing a form of dynamic traffic 
ass.ignment, something that planner are ju t now recognizing 
a Important. However, CONTRAM . a ignment algorithm 
can not e nsure that assigned volume represent equilibrium 
conditions. 

DELAY/VOLUME RELATIONSHIPS AT 
ADAPTIVE SIGNALIZED INTERSECTIONS 
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As indicated previously, delay must be found by simultane
ously solving for saturation flow rates and green times. For 
this research the solution was found by the method of suc
cessive approximations. 

Step 0. Determine the need for a protected left phase at 
each approach, so that the number of phases is known for 
the remaining steps. A by-product of this step is an initial 
estimate of saturation flow rate . 

Step 1. Estimate green times. 
Step 2. Estimate saturation flow rates according to the HCM 

procedure. 
Step 3. Check for convergence. If not converged, go to 

Step 1. 
Step 4. Calculate stopped and acceleration delay for each 

phase and lane group. Find the volume-weighted average for 
each approach. 

There are o tber possible algorithms. Becau e the number 
and type of pha es are detem1ined before finding the length 
of phases, tl1i alg rithm will result in only ne of many po -
sible ignal timing . No attempt i made to e lect an optimal 
timing. The ability of rhi · algorithm to converge wa individ
ually checked on approximately 800 intersections of varying 
characteristics. Approximately ix iterations are required to 

btain four significant digits in the saturation flow rates. 
Delay/volume relationships for approaches to signalized in

tersections in an adaptive model are considerably different 
from those typically seen for fixed-capacity facilities. Figure 3 
shows a typical intersection with delays on all approaches 
varying as volume changes on a single, subject approach. Each 
approach at this four-way intersection has two shared lanes, 
there are no turning vehicles, and volumes at conflicting and 
opposing approaches are held at 800 vph. The volume on the 
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FIGURE 3 Delay on all approa.ches of a signalized 
intersection as a funclion of \•olumc on a single approach (0 
percent right turns, 0 percent left turns, 800 vph at 
opposing and conflicting approaches, no exclusive l.anes, 
3,600 vph ideal saturation now rate, 20 mph speed). 
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subject approach is varied from 50 to 3,600 vph (the ideal 
saturation flow rate). 

The delay at all approaches is strongly affected by variations 
of volume on the subject approach. The fact that the subject 
and opposing delay curves have roughly similar shapes is co
incidental. Delay on the opposing approach declines with in
creasing subject approach volume beyond 800 vph. The de
cline is due to the increasingly ample green time to handle a 
given volume. Figure 3 also shows that delay on the subject 
approach i not even monotonic. Subject approach delay rises 
to a local maximum at 800 vph (the fixed volume on conflicting 
and opposing approaches), then declines to a local minimum 
at 1,600 vph, before increasing again. 

Other tested intersections exhibit different curve shapes, 
different positions of local maxima and minima, and different 
values of delay. However, all tested intersections show a direct 
relationship between delay on the conflicting approaches and 
volume on the subject approach, declining values of delay on 
the opposing approach, and a clear lack of monotonicity. 

Although they are not readily seen in Figure 3, multiple 
discontinuities can exist in the delay/volume relationships. 
Major culprits are the steps in the HCM's procedure dealing 
with left turns from shared Janes and the need to decide on 
an integer number of phases. Discontinuities can be elimi
nated only by deviating substantially from the HCM and ac
cepted traffic flow theory. 

Nonmonotone and discontinuous delay/volume relation
ships further complicate the assignment algorithm. At best, 
such messy relationships can introduce additional equilibrium 
solutions. At worst, they can prevent convergence to any 
equilibrium solution. 

TEST OF ADAPTIVE TRAVEL FORECASTING 

The UTOWN network originally created for testing UTPS 
did not contain traffic controls (see Figure 4). Thi · network 
is known to be bostile to a signment algorithms. rt was mod
ified by incorporating ignalized intersections and two-way 
stops (primar.ily at freeway off-ramps). Otherwise, an attempt 
was made to keep the hvo network as similar as possible. 

~ 

[}-< °""' 

/ 
/ 

-- -
FIGURE 4 Nonadaptive UTOWN network without traffic 
control. 
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FIGURE 5 Adaptive UTOWN network with traffic control. 

The modified , adaptive UTOWN network is shown in Figure 5. 
Both networks simulated a single peak hour with three trip 
purpo es, but without mode split. 

Convergence to an equilibrium solution need · to be checked, 
but the standard methods derived from Frank-Wolfe dee m
position will not work in thi ca e. Since we are interested in 
a u er-optimal assignment, each trip should be as igned to a 
hortest path between its origin and desti11ation. Therefore 

it is possible to determine when equilibrium has been achieved 
by checking whether the used path are indeed the shortest 
paths. A simple test can be devised that compares total travel 
time between two assignments. 

Step 1. Run the model through the desired number of it
eration . Obtain estimates of volumes. Recalculate the link 
travel times. Compute total travel time with the estimates of 
link volumes and the new travel times. 

Step 2. Using the averaged trip table and new travel times 
from Step 1, run an all-or-nothing a signment. Do not recal
culate link travel times. Compute total travel time. 

Step 3. Compare the total travel times from Steps 1 and 2 . 
The total travel time from Step 2 will alway be the mailer. 
If they are nearly the same convergence to an equilibrium 
solution has been achieved. If they differ significantly there 
could be two cau e : (a) more iterations are required or 
(b) the algorithm failed. 

A similar test is provided in UTPS for fixed-demand 
a signments. 

The test was performed on both UTOWN networks for 
varying numbers of iterations of elastic-demand, incremental 
assignment. A seen in Table 1, incremental assignment can 
produce an equilibrium solution on a network with explicit 
traffic c ntrols. After 200 iterations the difference between 
Steps 1and2 was inconsequential. Equilibrium was effectively 
achieved after about 20 iterations. A comparison of Table 1 
with Table 2 indicates that the adaptive travel foreca t con
verges faster than the nonadaptive one. 

A comparison of assigned volumes between the two net
works indicated little agreement. The introduction of explicit 
traffic control had a large effect on the forecast. In the orig
inal nonadaptive network the capacities of many intersections 
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TABLE 1 Convergence of Incremental Assignment 
on the Adaptive UTOWN Network 

Total Travel Time 

Iterations Step 1 Step2 

1 1141630 1017512 

2 1288223 1044020 

5 1072852 1018350 

10 1028061 1014823 

20 1012969 1009968 

50 1019219 1015559 

100 1016405 1015892 

200 1015288 1014971 

% Difference 
12.220 
23.339 

5.352 
1.013 
0.297 
0.360 
0.050 
0 .031 

TABLE 2 Convergence of Incremental Assignment on the 
Nonadaptive UTOWN Network 

Total Travel Time 
ltera\fons Step 1 Step2 % Difference 

1 2188242 1080782 102.468 
2 1405340 1086944 29.293 

5 1181057 1120440 5.410 

10 1162928 1137757 2.212 
20 1148820 1117023 2.847 

50 1137249 1131264 0.529 
100 1133918 1131264 0.235 
200 1132658 1130776 0.166 

were greatly exceeded even though individual link capacities 
were maintained. 

For the adaptive network, approximately 11 percent of the 
computation time was devoted to intersection simulations. A 
greater amount of computation time would be required for a 
multihour assignment. Memory requirements increased slightly 
because of the need to keep track of the many turning move
ments for each all-or-nothing assignment. 

One means of judging whether an adaptive assignment tends 
toward an all-or-nothing assignment is to count the number 
of used links . Both UTOWN networks only have 20 assignable 
origin-destination pairs (discounting intrazonal trips), so an 
all-or-nothing assignment requires less than half of the net
work. Table 3 gives the percentage of feasible link directions 
that were assigned a meaningful amount (defined as 1 percent 
of the saturation flow rate after 200 iterations) of traffic. 
Freeway ramps in the adaptive network were ignored for 
consistency. The results suggest that adaptive networks re
quire a smaller percentage of link directions, but not as few 
as all-or-nothing assignment. 

A version of QRS II that contains adaptation has recently 
been distributed to many users , so a considerable amount of 
experience is starting to be accumulated. In general, the ob
servations obtained from tests of small networks have been 
confirmed on full-sized networks. 

TABLE 3 Number of Possible and Used Directions 

Network Possible Assigned %Assigned 

UTOWN Adaptive AON 126 58 46 

UTOWN Adaptive Incremental 126 78 62 

UTOWN NonAdaptive AON 112 51 46 

UTOWN Adaptive Incremental 112 78 70 
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CHOOSING TRAFFIC CONTROLS 

An adaptive travel forecasting model encourages planners to 
alter the types of traffic controls at intersections, if warranted 
by the assigned volumes. For instance, a choice could be made 
between signals and signs. If signs are chosen, a further choice 
must be made as to which approaches will get them. It is easy 
to imagine an adaptive network that automates this choice 
process in accordance with the Manual on Uniform Traffic 
Control Devices (MUTCD) . 

A simpler rule, often seen in traffic operations models, is 
to minimize delay. For example, the intersection of Figure 2 
would be best served by a two-way stop, not a signal. For the 
preferred solutions, A and B, signs could be located on the 
one path with no assigned volume. None of the vehicles would 
ever be required to stop, so delay is further minimized. 

Figure 6 shows total delay at an intersection with three 
alternative forms of traffic control. Subject and opposing vol
umes are varied together. Conflicting volumes are held con
stant at 200 vph, each approach has only one lane , and half 
of the volume makes a turn . It is seen that the three types of 
traffic controls perform almost equally well at a volume of 
400 vph on the subject and opposing approaches. Below 400 
vph the two-way stop is superior; above 400 vph the signal is 
superior. As expected from the MUTCD, other similar tests 
indicate that the point at which all controls are equally ef
fective varies with the amount of conflicting volume. 

It is outwardly practical to let the model decide on the 
nature of traffic control , provided that computer resources 
are sufficient to evaluate each arrangement of signs and sig
nals . Such a model could be made consistent with the MUTCD. 
Unfortunately , allowing the model to choose signs or signals 
introduces additional discontinuities in the delay function . 
The discontinuities would further hamper the search for a 
good, stable solution. 

Assuming that we are able to reasonably and automatically 
replicate the MUTCD at a single intersection, it is possible 
for both the alternatives of signs and signals to represent a 
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FIGURE 6 Total delay on all approaches for a four
way stop, a two-way stop, and a signal (opposing 
volume same as subject volume, conflicting volumes at 
200 vph, 25 percent right turns, 25 percent left turns, 
one lane at all approaches, 20 mph speed). 
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user-optimal equilibrium solution. A signal is not just an up
graded sign; it can influence travelers' paths. Consider an 
intersection with two-way signing, where the volumes are large 
on the major street and potentially large on the minor street. 
Traffic on the minor street is subject to long delays from 
conflicting traffic, so the assignment algorithm holds the mi
nor street volumes to a level below any of the MUTCD war
rants. If the signs are replaced by a signal, the minor street 
volumes would increase dramatically. The signal is now war
ranted, simply because it is there. Users of QRS II report 
that this dilemma arises often enough in real networks to be 
worrisome. 

Future-year networks are influenced by tradition and habit, 
especially in the placement of traffic control devices. This 
inertia can be built into the model by using the base-year 
delays as a starting point for future-year forecasts. For ex
ample, the network of Figure 2 is highly sensitive to the start
ing delays. The slightest delay disadvantage for a given street 
at the beginning of the algorithm would be sufficient for it to 
lose all of its traffic. Even if the placement of signs were made 
to be automatic (moved to the inner loop in Figure 1), the 
model would be reluctant to rearrange them or to upgrade 
them to a signal. It may be best to apply adaptive travel 
forecasting to make incremental adjustments to the current 
configuration rather than to attempt to consider all possible 
arrangements of traffic controls. 

RELATIONSHIP OF ADAPTATION TO 
NETWORK CALIBRATION 

Planners routinely "calibrate" their nonadaptive networks. 
That is, they adjust turn penalties, link speeds, and link ca
pacities to obtain better agreement with base-year traffic counts . 
An extensive calibration exercise eliminates forecast/ 
operational inconsistencies in the base-year network. 

The need to calibrate is disturbing in itself; a truly good 
model should be able to provide accurate forecasts without 
much fiddling. Even more disturbing is the common practice 
of using the calibrated penalties, free speeds, and capacities 
for future-year forecasts. It cannot be assumed that these 
network attributes will be stable over time. 

There are many possible alternatives to calibration for im
proving the match to existing traffic counts. Better delay/ 
volume relationships would certainly help. The ability to fore
cast operational characteristics (such as cycle length, phase 
lengths, and coordination strategies) that affect delay also 
would help. Using base-year delays as a starting point can 
introduce some beneficial inertia. Since real highway systems 
are adaptive, it is certainly a mistake to use a calibration 
process that would rigidly fix (either explicitly or implicitly) 
operational characteristics that are known to be variable. 

LEVELS OF ADAPTATION 

As adaptive travel forecasting gains acceptance, planners will 
need to seriously consider the appropriate amount of adap
tation for their networks. The HCM, of course, does not 
discuss adaptive travel forecasting , but it does indicate how 
adaptation can occur. The following levels of adaptation could 
be invoked, to various degrees, for any given network. 
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Level 0-no adaptation. Capacity is rigidly fixed on all 
streets and intersection approaches. 

Level 1-low-cost traffic engineering improvements for 
isolated intersections without changing the type of traffic con
trol. Capacity varies with the amount and nature of conflicting 
and opposing traffic. (Examples are signal timing and con
version of a through lane to an exclusive lane.) 

Level 2-major traffic engineering improvements for iso
lated intersections. Capacity varies with the amount of and 
nature of conflicting, opposing, and subject approach traffic. 
(Examples are installation of signals and relocation of bus 
stops.) 

Level 3-traffic engineering improvements involving a sys
tem of intersections. Capacity and delay vary with the nature 
of surrounding intersections. (An example is signal 
coordination.) 

Level 4-minor geometric changes at isolated intersec
tions. Capacity varies principally with volume on the subject 
approach. (Examples are adding exclusive lanes, removing 
on-street parking, and increasing curb radii .) 

If all levels of adaptation were fully included in the network, 
the assignment would be constrained only by cost or by op
erational limitations, making it similar to the network design 
problem. With the procedures described here, planners can 
try to handle Levels 2, 3, and 4 subjectively. 

There is no scientific way to determine the levels of adap
tation for any given forecast. However, it is reasonable to 
expect all long-term forecasts to be adaptive to the extent 
that obvious design flaws or operational deficiencies in the 
highway system are eliminated. A good working assumption 
is that continuing efforts will be made to eliminate bottlenecks 
due to poor geometry , especially those with low-cost solu
tions. An important implication of adaptation is that planners 
may be able to ignore many small and isolated reductions in 
capacity when building their future-year networks. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Adaptation can provide additional realism to travel forecasts. 
An adaptive travel forecast requires (a) delay relationships 
that are properly sensitive to traffic controls and (b) the ability 
to modify the way in which the traffic controls are operated. 
We currently possess sufficient knowledge of traffic flow to 
allow a network to adapt its operational characteristics to 
forecast volumes. But we do not yet possess a complete under
standing of the effect of adaptation on equilibrium traffic 
assignments . 

An adaptive travel forecast estimates delays at intersection 
approaches through complex intersection simulations. The 
HCM contains some well-accepted relationships for this pur
pose. The implied delay/volume functions are discontinuous 
and nonmonotonic. Nonetheless, it is still possible (at least 
some of the time) to obtain acceptable equilibrium solutions 
with a form of incremental traffic assignment. This technique 
also permits the network to have elastic demands. A simple 
test is available to determine whether an equilibrium solution 
has been reached. 

Because an adaptive network can reallocate resources among 
competing facilities, there need not be a unique solution. 
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Furthermore, there appears to be a tendency for an adaptive 
network to generate fewer used paths than a nonadaptive one. 

Comparisons of small networks suggest that adaptive net
works do not require much more computational effort, ap
preciably more computer memory , or much more user 
expertise. There are additional data requirements, but these 
are tolerable. 

Adaptation, including better intersection delay relation
ships , promises to reduce the independence on network cal
ibration. Adaptation can help avoid the locking of base-year 
operational characteristics into future-year forecasts. 

Further research is needed to determine the prevalence of 
multiple equilibrium solutions in full-sized networks and the 
extent to which unwanted solutions can be avoided by setting 
starting delays consistent with existing traffic. Additional fu
ture research should compare the computed intersection de
lays with those experienced on actual networks. 
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